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Abstract—Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is one of
the most promising network architectures for next-generation
mobile communication. Integrating multiple Base Band Units
(BBUs) for signal processing in centralized BBU pools provides
the opportunity to manage the utilization of processing resources
more flexibly and in a more energy-efficient way. This paper
demonstrates two approaches for dynamic energy saving in
heterogeneous C-RAN networks by switching BBUs from sleep
mode to operational mode, depending on changes in data traffic
demand. To wake up BBUs, Wake-on-LAN (WoL) packets are
sent either by the Remote Radio Head (RRH) in the first
approach or by the controller in a BBU pool in the second
approach. We implement and compare, in terms of wake-up
latency, experimental prototypes using Software Defined Radio
(SDR) for both approaches. Aiming at compliance to current LTE
standards, the design and implementation of these prototypes has
the potential to be applied to a larger scale C-RAN architecture
in next-generation commercial mobile networks, including, but
not limited to, 5G networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) has become a
promising mobile network architecture because of its flexibil-
ity, scalability, and cost-efficiency. Two key aspects distinguish
C-RAN architectures from traditional Radio Access Network
(RAN) architectures. Firstly, instead of co-locating both the
baseband unit (BBU) and the Remote Radio Head (RRH) as
a stand-alone combination at the cell-site, BBUs are separated
from their RRHs and moved to a centralized BBU pool.
Secondly, hardware in this BBU pool can be virtualized and
allocated dynamically on demand. Thus, baseband processing
becomes in the best case much more efficient than it would
ever be possible in traditional RAN architectures [1].

Radio access networks typically face frequent temporal and
spatial fluctuations in mobile traffic load, for example due to
day-night cycles [2]. Systems which do not address these or
other dynamics with adequate measures, i.e. static systems, are
inefficient, as their capacity would be either over- or under-
dimensioned for most of the time. A better, more energy-
efficient solution is to manage the load and allocate processor
resources in the BBU pool dynamically by putting BBUs to
sleep or waking them up in accordance to the current demand.

In this paper, we demonstrate implementations of two
approaches for saving energy in C-RAN architectures by se-
lectively putting BBUs to sleep. We envisage a heterogeneous
network architecture, consisting of macro cells and small cells.
We implement two prototypes, both based on SDR technolo-
gies and both applying Wake-on-LAN (WoL) technology [3]

to dynamically wake up BBUs. In particular, this includes
Ethernet transmission of a WoL-specific broadcast frame, the
so-called magic packet, which is sent to the sleeping BBU.

In the first approach – which we name Wake-on-RRH – the
WoL magic packet is generated by the corresponding RRHs
to which a particular BBU is associated. The user detection
and monitoring in this approach is performed by the RRH,
which we have implemented on a Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). Wake-on-RRH is described in section IV. In
the second approach – which we name Wake-on-BBU – the
WoL magic packet is generated by a controller within the BBU
pool. For this purpose, the controller detects and monitors user
load. Wake-on-BBU is described in section V. We summarize
the pros and cons of both approaches in section VI.

The contribution of this work is the design, the proof-of-
concept implementation and the comparison of two C-RAN-
based energy saving schemes, which apply WoL technology.

II. RELATED WORK

Sleep mode techniques for green communications have been
broadly studied for traditional RAN architectures with the
goals of energy efficiency, cost reduction and environmental
awareness [4], [5]. Recently, there has been increasing interest
in similar techniques for C-RAN technology. Theoretical work
has been carried out in [6], where the authors analyze the
various C-RAN hardware components and propose an energy
saving scheme by dynamically allocating resources and putting
to sleep BBUs in the BBU pool. That work, however, does not
discuss potential implementation paths.

Very little literature is available on C-RAN-based sleep
mode techniques which include experimental investigation
with real hardware prototypes. An exception is the C-RAN
framework ”FluidNet” [7]. They implement a WiMAX based
prototype that adaptively shifts between a Distributed Antenna
Scheme (DAS) and Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) scheme
based on traffic variations. However, the mechanisms of how
BBUs switch from sleep mode to operational mode are not
clearly described and the focus is only on a controller based
approach.

Another practical C-RAN-based sleep mode publication
is [8], where the authors use a game theoretic algorithm to
optimize the power consumption of the C-RAN by powering
off a subset of RRHs. While this approach puts subsets of
RRHs to sleep, it does not address the issue of sleeping BBUs.
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Fig. 1: Envisaged heterogeneous network architecture

The existing literature does not implement the signal pro-
cessing functionality needed at the RRH to drive the transition
of some part of the BBU pool from sleep mode into operational
mode. This is the challenge that we address in our paper,
and in particular in our implementation of the Wake-on-RRH
approach.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider a heterogeneous C-RAN
network scenario, where coexisting macro cells and small cells
are fronthauled over a wired link. BBU M and RRH M denote
the RRH and the BBU for the macro cell, while BBU 1-5
and RRH 1-5 denote the ones for small cells. In particular,
small cells augment capacity in areas already covered by a
macro cell. Each RRH is logically mapped to a BBU within
the BBU pool in a one-to-one manner. This reflects a typical
C-RAN-based heterogeneous network scenario, where inter-
cell interference is prevented by using a Fractional Frequency
Reuse (FFR) scheme, i.e. by allocating different spectral sub-
bands to edge users in neighboring cells [9].

In this scenario, the macro cell always remains active, while
the small cells are put to sleep when the network load is low.
In this paper, put to sleep includes two cases: the BBU can
be powered off or placed in standby mode. Further details are
given in section IV and V.

In our approach, the BBU is put to sleep when the number
of users connected to its corresponding RRH drops below a
pre-defined threshold Toff . Before a BBU is put to sleep, it
should handover the users’ connections (if there are still any)
to the macro RRH that stays in operation. Similarly, when
local demand in mobile traffic rises and the number of users
exceeds a certain Ton, the BBUs are woken up.

The way in which Ton is monitored is slightly different for
the two approaches that we propose and evaluate in this paper.
In Wake-on-RRH, the RRH monitors the number of users that
request access to the network within its coverage area and
wakes up its corresponding BBU, once it detects more than
Ton users. In Wake-on-BBU, the BBU pool controller monitors
the users attached to the macro cell to wake up the small cells.
To know which small cell to wake up, ideally, the controller
would have user location information. This would allow the
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of the Wake-on-RRH approach

controller to keep track of the users that would be covered by
the small cell, if it was powered on. It would wake the cell up,
if this counter surpasses Ton. If no user location information
is available at the controller, sub-optimal solutions must be
used. Further details on the sleeping and waking up schemes
are elaborated in the following two sections.

IV. WAKE-ON-RRH APPROACH

Conventional C-RAN architectures reduce the digital pro-
cessing functionality of RRHs to a minimum and exchange
raw digitized baseband I/Q data via the BBU-RRH fronthaul
interface [10]. All the functionality left to the RRH is digital
up/down conversion, digital/analog conversion and basic signal
conditioning like crest factor reduction or digital predistortion.

The Wake-on-RRH approach slightly changes this func-
tional split by adding a user detection block and a WoL magic
packet generator to the RRH. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of
BBU and RRH functionality, with the traditional processing
blocks in grey and the added elements in green.

While the energy saving scheme puts certain BBUs to
sleep, their associated RRHs stay operational all the time to
permanently monitor the current communication demand. This
is done via an added user detection block, which preferably
comprises threshold functionality. It detects user connection
requests to the macro cell and triggers sending the WoL
magic packet when required. This WoL functionality relies
on LAN connectivity between RRH and BBU. Since Ethernet
is a strong candidate for future fronthauling [11], this is a
reasonable assumption. For our experiment, we set up the
BBU-RRH interface with the Ettus-specific radio transport
protocol CHDR over Ethernet, with similar functionality to
CPRI [12].

To implement our Wake-on-RRH scheme, we use LTE as
a proof-of-concept. Generally, when an LTE User Equipment
(UE) is switched on, it follows an initial access scheme to ini-
tiate synchronization with the eNodeB frame timings, identify
the cell and gather all the relevant system information before
registering on to it via the random access procedure. In particu-
lar, no UE sends out any network access request before receiv-
ing system information, which is regularly broadcast by each
operational eNodeB. This information includes the primary
synchronization signal (PSS), the secondary synchronization
signal (SSS), as well as master and system information blocks
- Master Information Block (MIB) and System Information
Block 2 (SIB2) [13]. The Physical Random Access Channel
(PRACH) preamble is then the uplink response, associated to



this kind of information and, hence, dedicated to the specific
eNodeB to which the UE wishes to attach. While PRACH is
an LTE concept, user access in future standards like 5G is
likely to show strong similarities to this.

For our wake-on-RRH approach, the aforementioned user
detection block, which adds to the RRH, is a PRACH preamble
detector. The RRH functionality is covered by an USRP X310,
which is a high-performance, scalable SDR platform from
Ettus Research with a large user-programmable Xilinx Kintex-
7 FPGA [14]. We customized the standard Ettus FPGA design
by adding a multiplexer, a magic packet transmitter and a
Xilinx LTE RACH detector LogiCORE [15].

This IP core decodes the PRACH preamble according to
the 3GPP TS 36.211 specification [13]. The Xilinx PRACH
detector core allows for arbitrary configuration of any in-
volved PRACH parameters, such as RACH format, number
of antennas, antenna quantization, LTE bandwidth, etc. Thus,
it can be configured according to the parameters of the
neighboring eNodeB M (corresponding to the BBU M and
RRH M of the macro cell) and monitor in this way all new
UE connection establishments with it. In other words, UE
resource allocation activity of this neighboring eNodeB M is
permanently eavesdropped on by the new PRACH detector of
the RRH.

Waking up the BBU then simply means to multiplex be-
tween the antenna input and a WoL magic packet source at the
RRH receiver flow, as needed. Once the associated BBU wakes
up, the LTE software starts to run again, with the specific
broadcast parameters of the small cell. New users can then
receive this broadcast information and connect to the newly
turned-on cell.

Fig. 3 shows a flow diagram example of the Wake-on-RRH
approach, with two eNodeBs, one with sleeping functionality
(eNodeB 1) and one for permanent operation (eNodeB M).
Following this flow diagram from top to bottom, three UEs
are powered on, one at a time, for initial access. The first
UE, i.e. UE 1, transmits in its initial access procedure a
PRACH signal which is configured to match eNodeB M’s
system information broadcast. Although configured not for
eNodeB 1, the RRH of eNodeB 1 is designed to sense, i.e.
eavesdrop on, the PRACH signal. In particular, the transmitter
functionality which handles this sensing is the only function
block of eNodeB 1 which stays operational even in sleep
mode. In order to make use of the absolute number of
PRACH requests to eNodeB M, eNodeB 1 has to apply a
resource thresholding scheme of choice (e.g. [4], [16], [17])
to detect when eNodeB M cannot serve any more UEs. In the
exemplified flow diagram, this happens after UE 1 and UE 2
have registered successfully to eNodeB M, making UE 3 the
first one to register with eNodeB 1.

Our experimental proof-of-concept for the wake-on-RRH
approach is shown in Fig. 4. It follows the LTE terminology
(eNodeB, UE) and implements all functional blocks from
Fig. 2. We have successfully carried out tests with this set-up,
where PRACH sequences sent by the UE are detected by the
RRH of the sleeping eNodeB, and the magic packet sent from
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Fig. 3: Flow diagram RACH procedure example

the sleeping eNodeB’s RRH wakes up the BBU. A photograph
of this set-up is shown in Fig. 5. The eNodeB is placed on the
table on the left, with the laptop serving as the BBU and the
X310 USRP as the RRH. At the back of the same table, there
is a small black Ethernet switch, which ensures high enough
power levels of Ethernet transmission. It adds no functionality
to the fronthaul. The B210 USRP on the table on the right
serves as a UE. In our experiment, it permanently sends out
PRACH signals. The laptop next to it hosts the corresponding
software part of the SDR. The spectrum analyzer in the back
monitors the PRACH transmission.

While in our particular implementation, any PRACH se-
quence detection triggers a WoL magic packet transmission,
a possible future extension is to include a detection counter,
which relates the number of UE PRACH preambles to the
aforementioned Ton threshold. Another possible extension
would be to disable the PRACH detector once the magic
packet is sent. This is necessary to ensure that the flow of I/Q
samples is not interrupted by other users that try to connect
to the macro cell after the BBU is woken up. This extension
would mean that the BBU would have to re-enable the detector
before it goes to sleep.

The FPGA implementation adds only a negligible additional
latency to the total WoL latency of waking up a server, as will
be seen in the next section. The PRACH detector core can
be configured to only 2 clock cycles processing time and the
WoL transmitter sends out the magic packet within 216 clock
cycles. At an LTE-typical clocking frequency of 184.32 MHz,
this stays below 1.2 ms of added latency.
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V. WAKE-ON-BBU APPROACH

In C-RAN architectures, the BBU pool is usually controlled
by a centralized software controller that has the capability of
monitoring the individual BBUs. In this section, we describe
our solution whereby the controller of the BBU pool is
responsible for dynamically putting to sleep and waking up
BBUs; we name this approach Wake-on-BBU. Fig. 1 is again
the baseline network scenario, where the macro cell always
stays operational to guarantee coverage and transmit broadcast
signals. The controller of the BBU pool puts BBUs to sleep
via remote access and wakes them up using Ethernet WoL
technology.

In the Wake-on-BBU approach, the controller monitors the
subscribers associated with each operational small cell, putting
the cell to sleep when the number of users goes below Toff .
To wake up sleeping cells, the way users of small cells are
monitored depends on the location information available at the
controller. If the controller has geo-location information about
the users, it is able to map the users of the macro cell to the
small cells that would serve them and wake up those small
cells. Without location information, the controller has only
sub-optimal options available. One of these options is to turn
on all small cells once the number of users in the macrocell
reaches a certain Ton threshold. Another is to turn on small
cells one-by-one randomly. Neither of these is ideal.

To illustrate our proposed Wake-on-BBU solution, we im-
plemented a prototype of a BBU pool and its controller in an
SDR testbed. Fig. 6 illustrates the experimental set-up. The
controller and the macro BBU functionality are implemented
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in a PC with Intel-i7 general purpose processor (PC 1) using
the open source software srsLTE [18]. We also implement
the BBU 1 with srsLTE on another PC with Intel-i7 processor
with Wake-on-LAN mode enabled. The srsLTE is an LTE
software radio solution, compliant with 3GPP LTE release 8.
The RRHs are emulated by B210 USRPs [19], which are fully
integrated, single-board radio front-ends and SDR platforms,
similar to the abovementioned X310 USRPs, but equipped
with less powerful FPGAs.

In this experiment, we investigate two alternatives of putting
BBUs to sleep: completely powering off the BBU or setting it
to standby. The WoL magic packet can wake up a BBU from
both standby or powered off states.

In our experiment, in order to put BBU 1 to sleep (can be
either standby or powered off ), the controller establishes an
SSH connection and sends a command to BBU1. For waking
up BBU1, the controller sends a WoL magic packet. The
srsLTE software then starts to operate on BBU 1 and RRH 1
starts to transmit a downlink signal in the Physical Downlink
Shared Channel (PDSCH) after waking up. For both cases of
standby and powered off, we add a operating system service
to run the LTE software automatically when waking up.

To measure the wake-up times, we synchronize the system
time of the controller and BBU 1 and measure the wake-
up latency by collecting two timestamps at Ts1 (when the
controller sends out the WoL magic packet) and Ts2 (when
RRH 1 starts transmitting signals). The wake-up latency equals
the time difference ∆T = Ts2 − Ts1.

TABLE I: Wake-up latency with standby or powered off BBU

Average Min Max Standard
Deviation

standby 8.2 s 8 s 9 s 0.41 s

powered off 26.55 s 20 s 35 s 4.27 s

Table I shows the measurement results of the wake-up



latency. As mentioned before, we test two cases in our
experiments: a) set the PC (BBU) to standby and b) completely
power off the PC (BBU). The power saving is greater when
the BBU is completely powered off but, as expected, the wake-
up latency is larger in this case. The average latency for the
case of setting BBU 1 to standby is around 8 seconds, while
the average latency for the case of completely powered off is
around 27 seconds. The standard deviation of the latency for
the case of completely powering off the PC (BBU 1) is also
higher than the one for the other case of setting BBU 1 to
standby.

Putting these latency numbers in the context of radio access
technology, it becomes clear that the abovementioned wake-
up thresholds, i.e. the metric to decide about waking up or
not, needs to be chosen with care. Enough safety margin is
necessary in order to initiate the wake-up routine early enough
and be operational before the master BBUs run out of capacity.
This means the upper threshold Ton needs to be defined lower
than the capacity of the macro BBU.

No detailed power consumption numbers shall be given here
for each of the two cases, because these numbers vary a lot
depending on the computing platforms on which the BBUs and
controllers are running. Nevertheless, the qualitative relative
power saving analysis holds in general.

VI. COMPARISON OF THE TWO APPROACHES

As mentioned above, the two presented energy saving
schemes differ in the way that BBUs are woken up. While both
approaches (re-)activate sleeping BBUs via WoL magic pack-
ets, these packets are transmitted either by a controller within
the BBU pool (Wake-on-BBU approach) or by a corresponding
RRH (Wake-on-RRH approach). From the perspective of the
sleeping BBUs, the two approaches do not differ. In particular,
there is no significant difference in BBU wake-up latency. In
a system context, however, both approaches have their own
benefits, which are summarized in table II.

First of all, the type of digital processing platform matters.
The Wake-on-BBU approach can cover the additional required
functionality (traffic demand sensing and WoL functionality)
by the centralized software controller within the BBU pool,
i.e. by software on a general purpose processor. In contrast,
the digital processing platform for any RRH must be a
hardware solution, such as an Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) or an FPGA [20]. This is because of the tight
requirements of C-RAN architectures, which dictate utmost
RRH processing efficiency regarding speed and latency. This
cannot be met by software. Although there are no such tight
performance requirements for the processing blocks which we
add for the Wake-on-RRH approach (i.e. the green blocks of
Fig. 2), it is still essential to implement these extra blocks
together with the conventional RRH functionality on the RRH
hardware. Only this allows us to keep the RRH receiver
chain operational while the attached BBU can be turned off
completely. An added value of carrying out the added func-
tionality on hardware rather than on software comes in terms
of reduced energy consumption. Moreover, a huge advantage

TABLE II: Comparison of the two energy-saving approaches

Wake-on-RRH Wake-on-BBU

Digital
processing

solution

Hardware - Deterministic,
more energy efficient

Software - Less complexity
through a higher
abstraction level

Information
pool

PRACH interpretation only PHY layer & higher layer
information available to

decide whether to wake up
a BBU

Modification
effort

Need for a second PRACH
detector at the RRH

Software controllers in
conventional C-RAN

already access information
about number of users

Fronthauling Fronthauling must support
Ethernet for WoL

functionality

Any kind of fronthauling
works

Interoperability BBU M and woken up
BBUs can be spread across

different BBU pools

BBU controller can
coordinate only BBUs in

the same BBU pool

Infrastructure
dependency

Potential enhancement for
RRH: Adding system

information broadcast and
parametrize it to match

with own PRACH receiver
- All BBUs can be put to
sleep and no need for a

specific BBU infrastructure

No possibility to make
approach independent of

BBU controller

User
localization

RRH will detect the users
that are in range

Requires user localization
to be more accurate

of Wake-on-RRH due to its hardware-based implementation is
determinism: processing latency is known in advance and is
free from jitter. Further, processing performance is not affected
by any other functionality, which runs in parallel on the RRH.

PRACH detection is a pure PHY-layer technique. Relying
only on this makes the Wake-on-RRH approach blind to upper
layer information. In the Wake-on-BBU approach, in contrast,
the centralized controller in the BBU pool also accesses MAC-
layer information about currently allocated resource elements,
available to the MAC schedulers. Merging PHY- and MAC-
layer information can help the Wake-on-BBU approach to
come to better predictions when to ideally wake up other
BBUs.

Wake-on-BBU requires less modification to conventional C-
RAN architectures compared to Wake-on-RRH. It demands
only a software update on the centralized BBU controller to
enable the interpretation of already available information. In
contrast, we realize the Wake-on-RRH approach by adding
completely new processing blocks in hardware (PRACH de-
tector & WoL magic packet transmitter).

The fronthauling solution of the Wake-on-RRH approach
must support Ethernet based transmission of I/Q samples to
allow for WoL transmission. The Wake-on-BBU approach, on
the other hand, does not set any restrictions here.

The Wake-on-BBU approach can only coordinate BBUs
belonging to the same BBU pool, while the BBU-RRH pairing



of the Wake-on-RRH approach is independent enough to
allow its PRACH detection to be parametrized according to
distinctive PRACH patterns of neighboring BBU pools. This
makes the Wake-on-RRH approach less dependent of the
specific RAN infrastructure.

In LTE, the UE does not send out any PRACH pream-
ble before receiving system information (PSS/SSS/MIB/SIB2
signals), which is regularly broadcast by each operational
eNodeB. The Wake-on-RRH approach does not send out this
information itself, but eavesdrops on the response of UEs to
broadcasts of other eNodeBs. A next development step of the
Wake-on-RRH approach could be to let the RRH send out
its own broadcast information while its corresponding BBU
is sleeping. This makes the BBU-RRH pairing completely
independent of any specific RAN architecture. Further, in
doing so, BBUs could be put to sleep altogether if not needed.

Finally, the Wake-on-BBU approach requires user location
information, to be able to know which RRH to wake up. With-
out this, the controller can only make sub-optimal decisions,
such as waking up all small cells or waking up small cells
randomly. Wake-on-RRH, on the other hand, naturally detects
users that are close to the eavesdropping RRH. Thus, it does
not need this information.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we demonstrate and compare two energy sav-
ing schemes for heterogeneous C-RAN architectures, namely
Wake-on-BBU and Wake-on-RRH. BBUs of small cells are
put to sleep when the network capacity of coexisting macro
cell suffices for coverage. When traffic demand rises, these
BBUs are reactivated using Wake-on-LAN (WoL) technology
in both approaches. We provide a design and proof-of-concept
by experimental prototyping for both wake-up schemes and
measure wake-up latency. For the Wake-on-RRH approach,
WoL is triggered by the RRH which corresponds to the sleep-
ing BBU. For the Wake-on-BBU approach, this is done by a
controller within the same BBU pool. Prototype measurements
yield wake-up latencies of several seconds. This is too high for
real-time signaling in LTE and will similarly apply to future
commercial networks with WoL technology. A solution are
threshold schemes, which provide enough lead time so that
the BBU can change from sleep mode to operational mode
before being actually needed. A variant of this is near-future
demand estimation, as proposed in [8]. This calls for future
work on optimal strategies to determine adequate threshold
schemes.

Apart from wake-up latency, further categories are identi-
fied, where Wake-on-BBU and Wake-on-RRH differ more sub-
stantially. A comparison does not bring up a clear favorite, but
reveals certain strengths and downsides for both approaches,
which are mainly platform- and architecture-related. Both
approaches comply with current LTE standards and can be
potentially applied in larger scale C-RAN architectures in next
generation mobile networks, such as 5G networks.
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